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I. INTRODUCTION
The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know
Act (EPCRA) was enacted over eight years ago, yet many
industrial facilities subject to the Act have failed to comply with it.
EPCRA requires industrial manufacturing facilities to provide the
public with access to information concerning.hazardous chemicals
used and released at their plants and also to work with local
citizens to formulate and administer emergency response plans in
case of hazardous chemical release. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), realizing the importance
of full compliance with EPCRA, has undergone an aggressive
campaign to seek out all facilities subject to the Act in order to
enforce all requirements.' Unfortunately, it is estimated that there
are several million facilities subject to EPCRA reporting
requirements.' The EPA simply lacks the resources to assure total
enforcement over all facilities. However, Congress has given
citizens and citizen's groups the authority to bring EPCRA
enforcement actions against facilities in their localities.3 Not only
does the citizen suit provision in EPCRA aid the EPA in its efforts,
but it also affords environmental groups a means of advancing their
own environmental objectives. Additionally, information provided
through EPCRA, especially Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) data,
can be used in various ways to help further the goals of many
environmental citizen's groups.
This article seeks to provide some basic background
information on the Emergency Planning and Right-to-Know Act
1. See ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, PUB. No. 93-R-126, EPA SEEKS
$2.8 MILLION FOR ToxIc CHEMICALS RELEASE REPORTING VIOLATIONS 1
(1993).
2. Steven J. Christiansen and Stephen H. Urquhart, The Emergency Planning
and Right to Know Act of 1986: Analysis and Update, 6 B.Y.U. J. PUB. L. 235,
242 (1992).
3. See EPCRA § 326, 42 U.S.C. § 11046 (1994).
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and how it can be used by environmental groups. The article is
broken down into four sections. Part II outlines EPCRA's
requirements and their role in emergency planning and public
disclosure of chemical use and release. Part III analyzes the citizen
suit provision of EPCRA and explains its scope following early
judicial opinions regarding the Act. This part also includes a
section which explains how environmental groups can use the civil
suit provision to both assure EPCRA compliance and advance the
goal of pollution reduction. Part IV discusses how environmental
groups have successfully used EPCRA generated information to
further their agendas. Finally, the last section looks into the
inherent limitations of EPCRA produced data. Specifically, this
section focuses on toxics release information compiled on the
EPA's TRI database and the importance of remedying its many
deficiencies. The piece ends with an explanation of a potential
solution to TRI data's greatest limitation.
II. THE EMERGENCY PLANNING AND COMMUNITY
RIGHT-TO-KNOW ACT
A. Background
Over 2000 people were killed in 1984 as a result of a release of the
toxin methyl isocyanide from a Union Carbide pesticide plant in
Bhopal, India.4 One year later, in August 1985, a leak in a 500-
gallon storage tank at a Union Carbide plant in Institute, West
Virginia caused a release of a chemical used in the manufacturing
of pesticides.5 This release caused a huge cloud of toxic gas to
form and drift over the city of Institute and three neighboring
communities.6 When the gas finally dissipated, 150 people had
4. Christiansen, supra note 2, at 235.
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been injured.' Investigations revealed that the emergency plans for
such an accident were both flawed and inadequate.8
Unfortunately, studies revealed that chemical accidents in
the United States were anything but rare. It was estimated that
there were over 7000 accidents involving hazardous chemicals in
the U.S. between the years 1980 and 1985. 9 Congress responded
to this serious problem in October 1986 when it passed the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act. Though
EPCRA was introduced as Title III of the Superfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act (SARA), it is considered a free-standing
law.
EPCRA has two separate but interrelated parts. The first
requires each state to provide for emergency planning in the event
of chemical releases from industrial facilities. 0  The second
provides for public access to mandatory reports filed by industries
concerning their chemical releases and general chemical
inventories.1 In part, EPCRA allows localities the opportunity to
obtain documentation of the types of chemicals used and released
at a particular facility so that it can effectively plan for a chemical
accident.
B. Emergency Planning Components
In accordance with § 301 of EPCRA, the governor of each
state must appoint a State Emergency Response Commission
7. Id.
8. Id. at 6.
9. 135 CONG. REc. S4152, S4163 (daily ed. Apr. 18, 1989) (statement of Sen.
Lautenberg).
10. See EPCRA §§ 301-305, 42 U.S.C. §§ 11001-11005 (1994).
11. See EPCRA §§ 311-327, 42 U.S.C. §§ 11021-11047
(1994).
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(SERC). 12 In turn, the SERC is required to appoint, supervise and
coordinate Local Emergency Planning Commissions (LEPCs).1
3
The LEPCs must consist of representatives from fourteen different
groups and organizations in the locality. 4 The SERC and LEPCs
must set up procedures for receiving and processing public requests
for facility information, but the Act does not establish guidelines
regarding how such procedures should work.
15
The LEPCs are primarily charged with design and
implementation of local emergency plans in the event of a chemical
accident. Such plans include the coordination of evacuation routes,
the use of warning signals, compilation of medical information on
chemical exposures and the coordination of strategies between the
police, fire departments, medical personnel, media and the
public. 16 The committee must appoint a chairperson and establish
rules and procedures for committee operation.' 7 The rules must
cover provisions for public notification of LEPC activities, public
involvement in the creation and evaluation of the emergency plan
and the methods used to distribute it. 8 The comprehensive
emergency plans prepared by the LEPCs must conform to
12. EPCRA § 301(a), 42 U.S.C. § 11001(a) (1994).
13. Id
14. EPCRA § 301(c), 42 U.S.C. § l1001(c) (1994). The fourteen groups which
must be represented pursuant to the statute are as follows: elected State and local
officials; law enforcement, civil defense, fire fighting, first aid, health, local
environmental, hospital, and transportation personnel; broadcast and print media;
community groups; and owners and operators of facilities subject to EPCRA
reporting requirements. Id.
15. Id.
16. See Kevin J. Finto, Regulation By Information Through EPCRA, NAT.
RESOURCES & ENV'T, Winter 1990, at 13, 13-14.
17. EPCRA § 301(c), 42 U.S.C. § 11001(c) (1994).
18. Id.
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guidelines set out in § 303 of EPCRA.19 Also, the national
response team, established pursuant to the National Contingency
Plan, is required to publish guidance documents for the preparation
and implementation of the emergency plans.20 Finally, the LEPCs
must submit a copy of the plan to the SERC for review and
comment.21
With the exception of EPCRA § 313, a facility is defined
by the Act as "all buildings, equipment, structures, and other
stationary items which are located on a single site or on a
contiguous or adjacent sites and which are owned and operated by
the same person."22 A facility is obligated to contact the SERC,
the LEPC and the local fire department if the facility possesses a
chemical substance listed as an "Extremely Hazardous Substance"
(EHS) under EPCRA § 302(a)(2) in an amount exceeding the
"Threshold Planning Quantity" (TPQ) for that substance.23 If no
TPQ is set by the EPA for a certain substance, then the applicable
TPQ is set at two pounds until the EPA establishes a different
threshold.' The owner and operator of an EPCRA covered
facility must also designate representatives from the facility to
work with the SERC and LEPC to help create the emergency plans
19. EPCRA § 303, 42 U.S.C. § 11003 (1994).
20. EPCRA § 303(f), 42 U.S.C. § 11003(f) (1994).
21. EPCRA § 303(e), 42 U.S.C. § 11003(e) (1994).
22. EPCRA § 329(4), 42 U.S.C. § 11049(4) (1994).
23. EPCRA § 302(b), 42 U.S.C. § 11002(b) (1994).
24. EPCRA § 302(a)(3), 42 U.S.C. § 11002(a)(3) (1994). The Administrator of
the EPA has the power to revise both the list of EHSs and the TPQs for each
listed substance at any time. The statute mandates that the Administrator take
into account the toxicity, reactivity, volatility, dispersability, combustibility or
flammability of the substance when making such revisions. EPCRA § 302(a)(4),
42 U.S.C. § 11002(a)(4) (1994).
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and prevent chemical accidents.2 Even though the statute
mandates facility involvement in this process, the requirement in no
way exempts the facility from liability if an accident occurs. In
fact, as will be pointed out in Part III of this article, a facility's
failure to work with the SERC and LEPC could be cited as per se
negligence in an action for damages stemming from a chemical
accident.26
If a facility releases an EHS in excess of the TPQ or if the
release occurs in such a manner which would require notification
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), then the owner or operator
of the plant must immediately notify the LEPC and the SERC.27
No notification is required if the release is federally permitted by
§101(10) of CERCLA.28 If the release takes place during
transport of a substance subject to EPCRA, the owner or operator
of the facility that the substance was being transported from fulfills
the notice requirement by placing a 911 call.2 9
In the notification, the owner or operator of the facility must
include the following information: 1) chemical name or identity of
the substance released; 2) whether the substance is listed as an
EHS; 3) estimate of the quantity released; 4) time and duration of
release; 4) medium or media into which the release occurred; 5)
known or anticipated acute or chronic health risks associated with
the release, including medical advice; 6) proper precautions to take
because of the release, including evacuation; and 7) name and
telephone number of persons to be contacted for further
25. EPCRA § 301(c), 42 U.S.C. § 11001(c) (1994).
26. James T. Williamson, SARA Title III, in 12TH ANNUAL INSTITUTE FOR
CORPORATE COUNSEL, 287, 293 (Practicing Law Institute eds., 1989).
27. EPCRA § 304(a)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 11004(a)(2) (1994).
28. EPCRA § 304(a)(2)(A), 42 U.S.C. § 11004(a)(2)(A) (1994).
29. EPCRA § 304(b)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 11004(b)(1) (1994).
19951
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information.30 The owner or operator must also provide a written
follow-up emergency notice to the LEPC and the SERC as soon as
is practicable after the release.31 The written report must update
the information originally provided and explain any actions taken
to contain the release.32
C. Community Right-to-Know Components
The second component of EPCRA provides for the public's
right-to-know about the presence and release of chemicals in their
communities. These provisions require covered facilities to file
reports listing and describing chemicals used at their industrial
plants. Whether the facility is subject to one or more of these
reporting requirements depends on factors outlined in EPCRA and
described below.
First, any facility which is required to prepare a "Material
Safety Data Sheet" (MSDS) for a hazardous chemical under the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA) must submit
an MSDS for each such chemical to the appropriate SERC, LEPC
and fire department with jurisdiction over the facility in accordance
with § 311 of EPCRA.33 Some hazardous chemicals listed under
OSHA are exempt under EPCRA because of their ultimate use at
the facility.34 These chemicals' ultimate use are considered low
risk by the EPA. A facility may also comply with this provision
simply by submitting a list of the hazardous chemicals for which
MSDSs must be made and a description of the hazardous
30. EPCRA § 304(b)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 11004(b)(2) (1994).
31. EPCRA § 304(c), 42 U.S.C. § 11004(c) (1994).
32. Id.
33. EPCRA § 311(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 11021(a)(1) (1994).
34. EPCRA § 311(e), 42 U.S.C. § 11021(e) (1994).
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components contained in each such chemical.3 5 The EPA has the
ability to set threshold quantities for such chemicals to determine
whether a facility must comply with this section of EPCRA.
36
These threshold quantities are the same TPQs set out in the
emergency planning provisions of EPCRA. Facilities must revise
their MSDSs or substitute lists within three months of learning
significant information concerning an aspect of a covered
hazardous chemical.37
Under § 312 of EPCRA, all facilities which are subject to
§ 311 of EPCRA must also submit hazardous chemical inventory
forms, called "Tier r', forms to the appropriate SERC, LEPC and
fire department with jurisdiction over the facility. 38  The
hazardous chemicals covered under this section are the same ones
provided for under the previously explained MSDS provision and
are due annually to the appropriate agencies. Once again, the EPA
may choose to set chemical threshold quantities for reporting
requirements.39
The Tier I reports must include estimates on the maximum
amount of each covered hazardous chemical present at any time
during the preceding year, the average daily amount of such
chemicals present at the facility during the preceding year and the
general location of all such chemicals in the facility. 40 Tier II
information provides more detailed Tier I information and a brief
description of the manner in which each hazardous chemical is
stored.41 A facility may choose to file a Tier II form in lieu of a
35. EPCRA § 311(a)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 11021(a)(2) (1994).
36. EPCRA § 311(b), 42 U.S.C. § 11021(b) (1994).
37. EPCRA § 311(d)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 11021(d)(2) (1994).
38. EPCRA § 312(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 11022(a)(1) (1994).
39. EPCRA § 312(b), 42 U.S.C. § 11022(b) (1994).
40. EPCRA § 312(d)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 11022(d)(1) (1994).
41. EPCRA § 312(d)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 11022(d)(2) (1994).
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Tier I report or may be requested to do so by the appropriate
SERC, LEPC or fire department.42 Public citizens may acquire
Tier II information by submitting a request to the appropriate
SERC or LEPC.
43
Both MSDSs and Tier I reports can be obtained by any
member of the general public through a request to the appropriate
LEPC.44 However, when requesting a Tier II report, the request
must be in writing and one may have to demonstrate the need for
such information, which often depends on how much of the
hazardous chemical is stored at the facility at any one time during
the preceding year. The information in these reports can be
used both to help communities plan for chemical emergencies and
to educate citizens on the types of chemicals present in their
localities.
The third reporting provision of EPCRA goes a step further
by providing the public with information on hazardous chemical
releases into all environmental media by specific industrial
facilities. EPCRA § 313 requires certain industrial facilities to
submit "toxic chemical release forms" (Form Rs) for each chemical
listed in this section which exceeds toxic chemical threshold
quantities.46 In order to be subject to this provision, the facility
must have at least ten full-time employees, be in Standard
Industrial Code 20 through 3947 and manufacture, process or
otherwise use a listed toxic chemical in excess of the threshold
42. EPCRA § 312(e), 42 U.S.C. § 11022(e) (1994).
43. EPCRA § 301(c), 42 U.S.C. § 11001(c) (1994).
44. EPCRA § 324, 42 U.S.C. § 11044 (1994).
45. EPCRA § 312(e)(3)(C), 42 U.S.C. § 11022(e)(3)(C) (1994).
46. EPCRA § 313, 42 U.S.C. § 11023 (1994).
47. Standard Industrial Classification Codes (SIC Codes) are used to identify a
facility's primary activities. SIC Codes 20 through 39 identify a facility as one
engaged primarily in the manufacturing of products.
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quantities.4 The EPA may add or delete Standard Industrial
Classification Codes to adjust the above criteria and has
discretionary power to make any facility subject to the above
requirements if such action is warranted by appropriate factors.49
The toxic chemicals subject to this requirement are listed in
Committee Print Number 99-169 of the Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works.50 The EPA may add or delete a
toxic chemical if it is deemed appropriate after review in
accordance with a list of factors in the provision.51 Also, any
person may petition the EPA to add or delete a toxic chemical on
the basis of these criteria.52 In addition to possessing a listed
toxic chemical, a facility must have used 25,000 pounds or more
of the chemical during the preceding year in order to be subject to
such reporting under EPCRA.53 Once again, the EPA may alter
threshold amounts for different toxic chemicals.
The Form R reports include various pieces of information
about a facility and its toxic chemical releases. The report lists the
48. EPCRA § 313(b), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(b) (1994).
49. Id.
50. EPCRA § 313(c), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(c) (1994).
i
51. EPCRA § 313(d), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(d) (1994). The Administrator of the
EPA may add chemicals to the list if there is sufficient evidence to establish any
one of the following: the chemical is known to cause or can reasonably be
expected to cause significant adverse acute human health effects at concentration
levels that are reasonably likely to exist beyond facility site boundaries as a
result of continuous, or frequently recurring, releases; the chemical is known to
cause or can reasonably be anticipated to cause 1) cancer or teratogenic effects
in humans or 2) serious or irreversible damage to humans in the form of
reproductive dysfunctions, neurological disorders, heritable genetic mutations or
other chronic health effects; the chemical is known to cause or can reasonably
be anticipated to cause a significant adverse effect on the environment of
sufficient seriousness. IdL
52. EPCRA § 313(e), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(e) (1994).
53. EPCRA § 313(f), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(f) (1994).
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name, location and the principle business activity of the facility. 4
A senior official at the facility must sign the report to certify its
accuracy and completeness.5 As for the information related to
toxic chemical releases, the Form R must include the following
information: 1) whether the toxic chemical at the facility is
manufactured, processed or otherwise used, and the general
categories of use for the chemical; 2) an estimate of the maximum
amounts of the toxic chemical present at the facility at any time
during the preceding year; 3) the waste treatment or disposal
methods employed for each waste stream, including an estimate of
treatment efficiency typically achieved by such methods; and 4) the
annual quantity of the toxic chemical entering each environmental
medium.-"
The reports are to be submitted to the EPA annually. The
EPA is charged with using Form R information to establish and
maintain a national toxic chemical inventory on a computer
database which is to be accessible to all persons through computer
telecommunications, on a cost reimbursable basis. 51 It is the first
federally mandated computer database ever created. 8
According to this provision of EPCRA, the data provided
under this section is intended to help accomplish several goals.
The first is to supply information on chemical releases to "the
Federal, State, and local governments and the public, including
citizens of communities surrounding covered facilities." 59 Reports
54. EPCRA § 313(g), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(g) (1994).
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. EPCRA § 313(j), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(j) (1994).
58. Gary D. Bass & Alair MacLean, Enhancing the Public's Right-to Know
About Environmental Issues, 4VILL.ENVTL.L.J.287, 288 (1993). Unfortunately,
it took the EPA over two and one-half years from EPCRA's passage date to
open telecommunications lines to the database. Id.
59. EPCRA § 313(h), 42 U.S.C. § 110023(h) (1994).
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can be used to inform persons about releases of toxic chemicals
and to assist governmental agencies, researchers, and other persons
in the conduct of research and data gathering.60 Finally, the data
can be used to aid in the development of appropriate regulations,
guidelines and standards. 1 Moreover, as this paper will explain,
the data can be specifically utilized to achieve toxic reduction.
D. EPCRA Enforcement
Enforcement of all EPCRA provisions lies primarily within
the domain of the U.S. EPA, but states, local governments and
citizens also have judicial enforcement powers over certain
provisions of the Act.62  Civil, administrative and criminal
penalties can be assessed against facility owners or operators who
do not comply with the Act's requirements.63
The EPA may order a facility to pay administrative
penalties for failure to follow any of the mandatory EPCRA
requirements.64 The order is judicially enforceable in Federal
,Court, at the United States District Court in which the facility is
located.65  The penalty amounts vary depending on which
provision or provisions are violated.6
If the facility fails to comply with any of the emergency
planning requirements, then it may be subject to a civil penalty of
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. EPCRA §§ 325-326, 42 U.S.C. §§ 11045-11046 (1994).
63. EPCRA § 325(b), 42 U.S.C. § 11045(b) (1994).
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up to $25,000 for each violation.67 Each day in which the facility
fails to comply constitutes a separate violation under the statute, so
fines can accumulate very quickly. Such emergency planning
violations include, but are not limited to, failure to contact the
SERC to inform them that the facility is subject to EPCRA
requirements, failure to appoint a facility representative to work
with the applicable LEPC and failure to report a release of an
extremely hazardous substance. 8 In the event of a second or
subsequent failure to report the release of an EHS, the facility may
be fined up to $75,000 for each day during which the violation
continues.69  Additionally, if a facility owner or operator
knowingly and willfully fails to report such a release, then he/she
may be fined up to $25,000 or imprisoned for not more than two
years.70
Civil and administrative penalties for violations of reporting
requirements are structured similarly to those for emergency
planning. Failure to furnish Tier I or Tier II reports, as well as
Form R reports (toxic chemical release forms), to the appropriate
agency can result in maximum fines of $25,000 per day until the
reports are filed.71 If MSDSs or a substitute list of the covered
chemicals are not provided in a timely manner to the LEPC with
jurisdiction over the facility, then the EPA may assess a maximum
fine of $10,000 for each day the facility is found to be out of
compliance.
7
Finally, EPCRA gives citizens the authority to bring civil
actions in Federal District Court against 'facility owners or




71. EPCRA § 325(c), 42 U.S.C. § 11045(c) (1994).
72. Id.
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operators for violations of many EPCRA provisions. Any person
may commence an action on her own behalf for a facility's failure
to submit the following forms to the appropriate agency within the
specified time: a follow-up emergency notice after an accidental
release, a MSDS, a Tier I or Tier II inventory form and a toxic
chemical release form for use in the TRI database.73 A citizen or
citizen's group must give sixty days notice to the EPA, the state in
which the violation occurs and the alleged violator prior to
commencing an EPCRA action.74 A citizen or citizen's group is
precluded from filing such a suit if the EPA has already
commenced and is diligently pursuing an EPCRA violation
action.75
When citizen suits are brought in district court, the court
may award reasonable attorney fees, expert witness fees and other
costs of litigation to the prevailing or substantially prevailing
party.76  This provision of EPCRA gives grass-roots
environmental groups an opportunity to help enforce many of
EPCRA's requirements.
III. CITZEN SUITS
As described above, citizens may bring civil actions against
facilities for their non-compliance with EPCRA. Penalties and
injunctive relief can be obtained in Federal District Court against
an owner or operator of a facility for failure to submit any of the
following: follow-up emergency notification reports, MSDSs or the
substitute list of hazardous chemicals, Tier I or Tier II inventory
forms and toxic chemical release forms (Form Rs).77 In theory,
73. EPCRA § 326(a), 42 U.S.C. § 11046(a) (1994).
74. EPCRA § 326(d), 42 U.S.C. § 11046(d) (1994).
75. EPCRA § 326(e), 42 U.S.C. § 11046(e) (1994).
76. EPCRA § 326(f), 42 U.S.C. § 11046(f) (1994).
77. EPCRA § 326(a), 42 U.S.C. § 11046(a) (1994).
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it appears as if suits alleging such non-compliance with EPCRA
would be fairly straightforward, as the guilt of the owner or
operator of a facility is simply based on whether or not she filed
the correct reports in a timely fashion. Environmental groups can
contact the local LEPC in order to determine whether a follow-up
emergency report, a MSDS or a Tier I report was timely filed.78
One can log on to the EPA maintained TRI database in order to
find out whether or not a facility filed a Form R chemical release
report.79 Despite the fact that violation information is available
and the guilt of a facility is often clear-cut, citizens have
encountered obstacles in pursuing EPCRA actions.
A. Case Law Analysis
One of the difficulties facing environmental groups in
EPCRA citizen suits is the judiciary's interpretation of what
constitutes an "injury in fact" under EPCRA. Courts have held that
in order to gain standing to bring a citizen suit, the party filing the
suit must allege and prove injury in fact. The argument advanced
by environmental groups is that EPCRA is an information statute
which seeks to ensure that citizens are able to gain information
about the use and release of hazardous chemicals in their
communities.80 Therefore, Congress has created a right through
EPCRA: the right to know about the chemicals which are used in
their localities. 8' Logically, failure to provide such information in
78. EPCRA § 324, 42 U.S.C. § 11044 (1994).
79. Bass, supra note 58 at 296. The more daunting task for environmental
groups is determining which facilities use and store EPCRA targeted chemicals
in amounts which would require reporting under one or several of EPCRA's
provisions. Additionally, some people involved in the collection of TRI data
argue that the expense of logging onto the EPA database is overly burdensome.
See Id. at 300-03.
80. See Atlantic States Legal Found., Inc. v. Whiting Roll-Up Door
Manufacturing Corp., 1993 WL 114,676, 114,681 (W.D. N.Y. 1993).
81. Id. at 114,679.
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a timely manner is an injury in and of itself.82  However, in
McCormick v. Anshutz Mining Corp. 3, the Court ruled that the
plaintiffs in an EPCRA action against a mining company lacked
standing because they had not been injured by the alleged
discharge of pollutants from the defendant's mine. 4 The decision
seems to imply that standing rests on a demonstration that the lack
of information has led to some physical injury to an individual
within the community (i.e. a member of the group bringing the
action).
However, two other courts have held that plaintiffs can be
injured by the lack of information that resulted from a facility's
failure to submit EPCRA reports in a timely manner without
showing any present injury per se. The injury alleged to gain
standing in Atlantic States Legal Foundation v. Buffalo Envelope 5
was that the late reporting by the defendant prevented emergency
response teams from preparing adequately for the presence of
particular toxic chemicals in the community and prevented an
emergency response team member and a researcher from having
the information about toxic chemicals necessary to complete their
respective jobs.86 The Plaintiff environmental group, the Atlantic
States Legal Foundation (ASLF), stated further that such inadequate
emergency preparation put their members at serious and
unreasonable risk. 7 In Atlantic States Legal Foundation v.
82. Id. at 114,681.
83. 19 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 20,902 (E.D. Mo. Jan. 20, 1989).
84. Id. It should be noted that the plaintiffs in this citizen suit failed to cite any
specific injuries caused by the defendant mining company's discharge (besides
the "possibility" of future personal injury from past exposure). This deficiency
may have been the sole reason why standing was denied.
85. 823 F. Supp. 1065 (W.D. N.Y. 1992).
86. Id.
87. Id. at 1067.
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Whiting Manufacturing Corp.88, Plaintiff ASLF alleged similar
injuries to those claimed in Buffalo Envelope. However, in Whiting,
the ASLF focused on showing how failure to report TRI release
data directly injured members of the environmental group. 89 The
ASLF submitted several affidavits from its members which detailed
how they were unable to make informed decisions about their
lifestyles (i.e. where to live, where to recreate, where to travel, etc.)
and how some of them could not do their jobs adequately because
of the defendant's failure to file Form R reports. 90 The Court
ruled that these types of injuries were also sufficient to gain
standing in an EPCRA action. 91 These cases seem to hold that
environmental groups need only allege that members of their group
have an interest in certain facilities' uses and releases of chemicals
in order to gain standing.
Environmental groups with large national memberships are
able to gain standing against many facilities across the nation
because they are able to allege that some of their members live
near the facility in question and therefore have a compelling
interest in the facility's EPCRA reports. The ultimate question
then becomes a simple one: Were the proper reports filed with the
appropriate agencies on time? If citizen groups can determine
which facilities are required to report under EPCRA, they can
usually make strong cases against violators.92
Citizen suits under EPCRA have also undergone
Constitutional challenges. The provision has been attacked in
Whiting, Buffalo Envelope and Delaware Valley Toxics Coalition,
88. Whiting, 1993 WL at 114,676.
89. See id. at 114,680-114,681.
90. Id.
91. Id.
92. See supra note 79 and accompanying text.
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et al. v. Kurz-Hastings, Inc.,9 as contrary to the Separation of
Powers doctrine and the Appointments Clause of the Constitution
because citizen suits are an unlawful delegation of executive
power.9' The challenge was found to be without merit and
dismissed in all three cases.95
Additionally, in both Whiting and Buffalo Envelope, the
defendants claimed that EPCRA itself violated the Due Process
Clause of the Fifth Amendment because a user of toxic chemicals
is subjected to a lower reporting threshold than a processor of toxic
chemicals.96 Both courts found no such Due Process violation
because the reporting requirements and thresholds established by
EPCRA are rationally related to a legitimate government
interest.97 To date, no court has held that any portion of EPCRA
violates the Constitution.
A facility commits a separate violation for each day it fails
to submit a required form after the specified date under EPCRA.
Additionally, a number of U.S. District Courts have found that
citizens can sue under EPCRA for reporting violations which are
wholly past and have already been corrected.98  In these
93. 813 F.Supp. 1132 (E.D. Pa. 1993).
94. See Whiting, 1993 WL 114,676; Buffalo Envelope, 823 F. Supp. 1065; Kurz-
Hastings, 813 F. Supp. 1132.
95. Id. Historically, environmental citizen suit provisions have not been found
violative of the separation of powers doctrine. See Natural Resources Council v.
Outboard Marine Corp., 692 F.Supp. 801 (N.D. Ill. 1988); Student Public Interest
Group v. Monsanto Co., 600 F.Supp. 1474 (D. N.J. 1985); Chesapeake Bay
Foundation & Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Bethlehem Steel Corp.,
652 F.Supp. 620 (D. Md. 1987).
96. See Whiting, 1993 WL 114,676; Buffalo Envelope, 823 F. Supp. 1065.
97. Id.
98. See Whiting, 1993 WL 114,676; Kurz-Hastings, 813 F. Supp. 1132;
Williams v. Leybold Technologies, Inc., 784 F.Supp. 765 (N.D. Cal. 1992);
Ecology Center of Ann Arbor v. Johnson Control, Inc., No. 9160304, slip op. at
1 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 11, 1992). Wholly passed, corrected violations are defined
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jurisdictions, the liberal parameters for EPCRA citizen suits,
coupled with the fact that attorneys fees are properly rewarded to
the "substantially prevailing party", have given environmental
groups an expansive opportunity to bring such suits.
EPCRA suits not only allow environmental groups to
enforce the statute, but also force industries to pay civil penalties
for their violations. Some factors considered in the past by
administrative law judges determining the amount of penalty in
EPA enforcement actions include the facility's total revenues, the
number of employees at the plant, the quantity of hazardous
chemicals used, the gravity of the offense, and when and if the
facility ever complied with the statute.99 So far, administrative
penalties have ranged from a few thousand dollars to a over a
hundred thousand dollars.' °° If the EPA wins an EPCRA penalty
in district court, the money is to be remitted to the U.S. Treasury
Department."0 ' In accordance with EPCRA, citizen suit civil
penalties are also generally remitted to the U.S. Treasury, but many
courts have ruled that a part of the civil penalties awarded to
citizens in federal environmental litigation can be used to fund
"credit/mitigation projects" in which awarded damages are used for
some environmentally beneficial project."0 2
On the surface, it would appear that environmental groups
are limited to using the EPCRA citizen suit provision to simply
ensure compliance with the statute's directives. However,
as those infractions which continued after the receipt of the citizen's mandatory
60-day notice letter to the facility and were corrected prior to the filing of an
EPCRA suit.
99. See In Pease and Curren, Inc., Docket No. EPCRA 1-90-1008 (Mar. 31,
1991); In Riverside Furniture Corp., Docket No. EPCRA-88-H-VI-4065 (Sept.
28, 1991).
100. Christiansen, supra note 2 at 256-57.
101. See EPCRA § 325, 42 U.S.C. § 11045 (1994).
102. Ann Powers, Environmental Citizen Suits, C581 A.L.I.-A.B.A. 343, 359
(1991).
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environmental advocacy groups, such as the Atlantic State's Legal
Foundation (ASLF), are directly furthering their goals through
EPCRA civil actions against owners and operators of chemical use
facilities throughout the United States.
B. Consent Decrees
As pointed out previously, the guilt of a particular facility
with regard to an EPCRA violation cannot easily be challenged.
Either the facility filed the required reports with the appropriate
agencies on time or it did not. This situation would appear to give
an environmental organization a certain amount of leverage over
targeted facilities in settlement negotiations. For example, the
ASLF has negotiated over forty settlements with various industrial
facilities as a result of EPCRA suits. 3
Environmental groups can attempt to hash out agreements
which help promote the group's agenda, beyond statutory
compliance, when they get the opportunity to settle with targeted
facilities. In addition to compliance with federal statutes, many
environmental organizations are committed to the goal of chemical
emissions reduction into all environmental media.1" Both can be
accomplished through an EPCRA citizen suit.
When negotiations are successful, a "consent decree"
between the environmental group and the violating facility can be
worked out and eventually approved by the court. At the outset,
environmental groups can request that the guilty facility pay the
maximum amount allowed under EPCRA for the particular
violations. Such a request is not altogether unreasonable because
103. Interview with Charles M. Tebbutt, Associate Attorney with Allen, Lippes
& Shonn, Counsel, Atlantic States Legal Foundation, in Buffalo, New York
(February 22, 1994).
104. Under § 313 of EPCRA, a facility must specify which environmental
medium (air, water or land) each listed chemical was released into, as well as an
estimate of how much. EPCRA § 313(g), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(g) (1994). EPCRA
is the first Federal statute to focus on releases into all environmental media rather
than on a single one (e.g. Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act).
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the consent decree has probably saved the facility a trip to court.
Many industries prefer to avoid court whenever possible because
of the various risks associated with such an endeavor.'05
The amount of the penalty is not normally the only focus of
the environmental group with regard to the settlement
negotiations. 10 6 Environmental groups can do more to further
their own agendas by proposing that a targeted facility take
corrective measures with regard to their emissions which can be
credited against penalty amounts. For example, a facility could
institute a pollution prevention program at the facility run by an
environmental consulting firm approved by both parties.1' 7
Unfortunately, there are very few environmental consulting firms
which are acceptable to environmental advocacy groups because
most such firms still primarily employ "end of the pipe" solutions
rather than approaching pollution problems proactively through
prevention strategies.'0 8  Environmental groups can partially
remedy this problem by including an allocation of funds for the
future monitoring of the pollution prevention program within the
consent decree. 10 9
The ASLF has successfully negotiated over a dozen
pollution prevention programs through consent decrees with
105. Industries which choose to fight EPCRA violation allegations risk incurring
expensive legal fees, unwanted press, and a judgment against them filed in
Federal Court, not to mention the possibility of large civil penalties.
106. Although, settlement rewards obtained through EPCRA citizen suits do
often go to EPCRA-related programs in the locality where the violation took
place. Tebbutt, supra note 103. The moneys have been used to fund LEPC
programs, HAZMT teams and Right-to-Know education programs. Id. The
remainder of the settlement awards go to the U.S. Treasury. Id.
107. Id.
108. The lack of experience which many consulting firms possess with regard
to pollution prevention programs inhibits them from effectively developing and
implementing such programs. Id.
109. Id.
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EPCRA violators in New York and Wisconsin.110 Three other
environmental groups have also negotiated a successful consent
decree with a manufacturer in Richmond, Virginia as a result of a
suit under § 313 of EPCRA (TRI reporting).,i Under the
decree, the company must spend $115,000 to conduct an
environmental audit, environmental management training, waste
minimization and a toxic reduction program setting a ninety-percent
reduction goal by the 1993 reporting year."' Also, the company
is required to contribute $25,000 to the Virginia Environmental
Endowment to educate other Virginia businesses about reducing the
use and release of toxic chemicals." 3  Many environmental
consultants, from both sides of the fence, strongly believe that such
pollution prevention programs not only reduce chemical emissions,
but also save industry money over the long term and possibly the
short term."
4
C. Pollution Prevention Programs
Consent decrees which implement pollution prevention
strategies are arguably doing more to directly reduce industrial
chemical emissions than programs which the federal government
110. Id
111. Settlements, Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, 21
Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 10,641 (Oct. 1991).
112. Id
113. Id.
114. See Nita Settina and Paul Orum, Making the Difference, Part H. More
Uses of Right-to Know in the Fight Against Toxics, 1991 CTR. FOR POLICY
ALTERNATIVES AND WORKING GROUP ON RIGHT-TO-KNOw 1. For example, in
1991, Baxter Health Care instituted a $30,000 pollution prevention which
reduced pollution at the the source by eliminating the need for CFCs at the
companies Arkansas facility. ENviRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, PUB. No.
93-R-120, STATEMENT ON '91 TOxICS RELEASE INVENTORY 3 (1993). Baxter had
realized savings of more than $3 million by the 1993 fiscal year. Id.
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has employed to date. Many Federal environmental statutes
purport to emphasize the importance of emissions reduction, but
none set any actual reduction standards.11 5 The most recent of
such statutes is ironically named the Pollution Prevention Act of
1990 (PPA)." 6 The PPA stemmed from the gathering of EPCRA
TRI data and requires facilities to submit data regarding source
reduction, recycling and treatment activities applied to TRI
chemicals. 7 The inclusion of such information on Form Rs had
previously been voluntary." 8 Despite the fact that facilities must
now include reduction information, the statute does not mandate
that industries actually undergo any type of reduction activity. In
contrast, the consent decrees which commit a facility to a pollution
prevention program can be monitored and enforced in the court
which approved the decree.
In 1991, the EPA went a step further than the PPA by
announcing the 33/50 program. The program asks all industries
subject to EPCRA's TRI reporting requirement to voluntarily
reduce seventeen of the chemicals listed on the TRI databaseY 9
The EPA has set a voluntary goal of a 33% release reduction of the
seventeen listed chemicals by the end of 1992 and a 50% release
reduction by the end of 1995.2 ° TRI data for 1992 reported
releases and transfers of the 33/50 program's seventeen targeted
115. Most Federal environmental statutes still focus on "end of the pipe"
regulations in order to reduce pollution rather than mandating proactive pollution
prevention programs.
116. 42 U.S.C. §§ 13101-13109 (1994).
117. Id.
118. OFFICE OF PESTICIDES & Toxic SUBSTANCES, U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION
AGENCY, PUB. No. 560/4-91-014, Toxics IN THE COMMUNITY, NATIONAL AND
LOCAL PERSPECTIVES: THE 1989 Toxics RELEASE INVENTORY NATIONAL
REPORT 16 (1991).
119. See 42 U.S.C. §§ 13101-13109.
120. Id.
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chemicals have declined by more than 40% since 1988, exceeding
the 33% interim reduction goal by more than 100 million
pounds.' In fact, reported industrial releases of all TRI-listed
chemicals into the nation's environment has dropped nearly 35%
between 1988 and 1992.22 However, the total amount of waste
generated by facilities increased slightly in 1992, and projected data
indicates that these increases may continue for 1993 and 1994 as
well. 123 This anomaly casts doubts on the integrity of the release
reports, thereby putting the true success of the 33/50 program into
question.
There are several factors which seriously affect the accuracy
of TRI data which will be discussed in Part V. As a result, many
environmentalists are less than optimistic about the success of the
voluntary 33/50 program. Therefore, pollution prevention programs
implemented through consent decrees are arguably the best strategy
currently employed to reduce toxic chemical emissions.
IV. TRI DATA USES
Environmental groups are not limited to using EPCRA for
its citizen suit provision in order to further their agendas. Groups
can access the EPCRA created TRI database to collect information
which can be used in a multitude of ways.' 24 The information
allows environmental groups to check a facility's emissions to see
121. ENvIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, PuB. No. 94-R-96, EPA RELEASES
1992 Toxics RELEASE INVENTORY DATA 1, 2 (1994).
122. Id. at 1. Reported industrial releases declined by 6.5%, or 224 million
pounds, between 1991 and 1992. Id.
123. Id. In 1992, the total'amount of waste generated by industrial facilities
increased to 37.3 billion pounds. Id.
124. TRI data is available to the public in several formats, including on-line
access to computer data bases, CD-ROM and computer diskettes. Id. at 2. The
EPA maintains a technical hotline to help the public understand TRI reporting
at 1-800-353-0202. Id. TRI data for previous years can be reviewed at over 4,000
libraries across the United States. EPA, supra note 1.
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if it is complying with federal and state release permits (NPDES
and SPDES permits, respectfully) and other applicable
environmental regulations."2 In this way, environmental groups
can assist the EPA and state environmental agencies in the
monitoring of industrial chemical releases. Similarly,
environmental groups can influence state and national permit
proceedings and bargain with industries themselves in local permit
negotiations.126
A. Lobbying Efforts
On a larger scale, environmental groups can use the TRI
data to influence national and state environmental legislation,
especially pollution reduction legislation. By making TRI data
accessible to the public, the EPCRA has given environmental
groups the ability to lobby on chemical release issues. Citizens
groups often posses the means to reduce complex TRI data into
terms which can be easily understood by the public at-large. This
ability allows them to present the public with a clear picture of our
nation's extensive pollution problem. For example, the National
Wildlife Federation puts out its "Toxic 500" which lists the 500
worst polluters in the U.S. 127 However, critics of such media
blitzes argue that environmental groups often take Form Rs out of
context and ultimately give an inaccurate picture of the actual risk
the public faces. 2 '
125. See Williamson, supra note 27 at 297.
126. Id. at 298. In June 1989, residents of Northfield, Minnesota, a small rural
community, learned from TRI data that a local industrial plant was the 45th
largest releaser of a suspected cancer-causing pollutant in the nation. EPA, supra
note 114. The citizens pressured the company to replace 400 tons of its
methylene chloride emissions per year with a non-toxic substance. Id.
127. Finto, supra note 17 at 48.
128. Christiansen, supra note 2 at 250.
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B. TRI and Civil Actions
Environmental groups can also utilize TRI data to assist
plaintiffs in toxic tort litigation stemming from both general and
emergency chemical releases from industrial facilities. 129  The
data can be used in a tort action as a basis for establishing that a
facility's chemical releases caused a plaintiffs injuries or will
cause future injuries (i.e. cancer phobia lawsuits). 30 In the same
way, the information may be used as circumstantial evidence which
may bias the jury against the facility if it has released tons of
poisonous chemicals throughout the years.13 ' However, industries
can also use TRI data to prove that other industrial facilities'
releases contributed to plaintiff's injuries or to demonstrate that
their facility has low emissions with regard to the chemical release
at issue. 32
Additionally, the fact that a facility did not file a § 313
Form R on time could be used to establish negligence per se on the
theory that it failed to warn the local public of its hazardous
releases as required by law. 133 In the case of persons injured by
an emergency release, plaintiffs may be able to use EPCRA
emergency planning reports to hold facilities liable for providing
inaccurate or incomplete information to the SERC and LEPC, the
agencies responsible for emergency response plans.1
34
Furthermore, § 312 Tier I reports can be used to establish that a
facility engaged in an "ultrahazardous activity" in its storage and




133. Id. at 298.
134. Id. at 299.
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use of large amounts of certain toxic chemicals.135  A facility
which is found to have engaged in an ultrahazardous activity may
be found strictly liable for any damages that are incurred due to a
release of the chemical in question. Though EPCRA reports have
not been utilized in any of these ways to date, access to such
information is still a recent development.
C. Release Publication
Finally, environmental groups can track and publicize
facility emergency notifications of releases of extremely hazardous
substances. 136 Under § 304 of EPCRA, all facilities are required
to report such releases and can be held strictly liable for any
injuries associated with such a release if they fail to make a
report. 137 The publication of releases can be used to both arouse
public attention about the dangers that they may face and also to
taint an industry's image so as to gain more bargaining power in
permit proceedings. The use of the media in this way can be a
very powerful tool for environmentalists.
38
V. EPCRA REPORTING LIMITATIONS
Despite its many possible uses and unexplored potential,
EPCRA data is limited in many ways. For instance, not all
hazardous chemical users and releasers are required to comply with
EPCRA and therefore our nation's pollution problem is
135. Id. at 296.
136. Id. at 294.
137. Id. at 293.
138. In 1988, the Cincinnati local news media devoted a substantial amount of
attention to TRI data reports which showed large quantities of toxic chemicals
going directly into the municipal sewer system. EPA, supra note 114. There has
been a steady decrease in such releases between 1988 and 1991. Id.
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underestimated if calculated from EPCRA data. Neither utilities
nor mines have to file TRI Form R reports under EPCRA because
they are not listed as manufacturing industries in SIC code 20-
39. 139 Additionally, federal facilities did not have to report under
any of EPCRA's provisions until August 1993 when President
Clinton signed Executive Order No. 12856 requiring federal
compliance with the Act.140 However, federal facilities are still
exempt from filing § 313 Form Rs which calculate the amount of
hazardous chemicals which are released from the facility annually
(TRI data).' 4 ' This exemption is thought by many
environmentalists to seriously skew both national and local
chemical release estimates because federal facilities, especially




TRI reporting has exhibited some very clear limitations
since EPRCA's passage. For example, until just recently, there
were many dangerous chemicals not included on the TRI list. On
November 28, 1994, the EPA announced a final rule which added
286 chemicals to the TRI list, nearly doubling the previous
number. 143 Originally, there were approximately 300 chemicals
on the list, excluding several chemicals believed to be carcinogens
139. EPCRA § 313(b), 42 U.S.C. § 11023(b) (1994).
140. See Exec. Order No. 12,856, 58 Fed. Reg. 41,981 (1993).
141. Id.
142. Bass, supra note 78 at 301.
143. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, PUB. No. 94-R-291, EPA
ExPANDS REPORTING OF Toxic CHEMICAL RELEASES TO COMMUNITIES,
STREAMLINES REPORTING FOR SMALL BusINESSES 1 (1994).
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or ozone depleters. 144 Only 34 chemicals were added to the
original list between 1988 and 1992, far shy of the number of
chemicals which should have been added during that time
period. 45 The Clinton administration has added 320 chemicals
to the TRI list since 1993, including the 286 chemicals added on
November 28, 1994.146 Finally, nearly all potentially harmful
chemical releases will have to be reported under EPRCA.
However, the absence of over half of these chemicals from the TRI
list between 1988 and 1993 has severely limited the ability to
accurately assess the nation's current pollution problem.
Problems are also inherent in the way industries report
EPCRA data. First, industries fill out EPCRA reports using their
own methodologies to calculate the amount of chemicals stored,
used and released from their facilities. 47 There is no standard
methodology required by the EPA in computing such calculations.
While the LEPC with jurisdiction over the facility can request that
a facility submit data on the methodology it employs, the facility
still has the ability to legally choose a method which could result
in an underestimate. Industries also have various opportunities to
intentionally underestimate chemical amounts because there is a
limited opportunity for EPA officials to verify that a facility's
estimates in its EPCRA reports are reasonably accurate. The only
means by which the EPA could hope to accurately verify such
estimates is through an environmental audit. Such an EPA audit
would allow EPA scientists to inspect the facility and employ their
own methodologies in estimating the release, use and storage of
chemicals subject to EPCRA reporting. Environmental audits are
144. See SENATE COMM. ON THE ENV'T & PUBLIC WORKS, 99TH CONG., 2D
SESS., Toxic Chemicals Subject to the Provision of Section 313 of the
Environmental Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 1, at 1-3
(Comm. Print 1986).
145. EPA, supra note 143.
146. Id.
147. Bass, supra note 58 at 301.
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very complex and expensive to perform and, therefore, it is
unlikely that the EPA has the resources to audit the vast majority
of the several million facilities which are subject to EPCRA
requirements.
Facilities can also manipulate the results of EPCRA reports
in other ways. Occasionally, they can utilize a non-listed chemical
in manufacturing processes as opposed to TRI listed chemical in
order to circumvent EPCRA requirements.148 The substituted
chemical could be just as potentially harmful as the original, yet no
report on it is required. Some facilities also have the ability to
shift their industrial activities to a non-manufacturing sector outside
SIC codes 20-39, making § 313 Form R requirements
inapplicable.149  Both actions distort figures on the actual
amounts of chemicals being used and released. This severely limits
the effective use of EPCRA data to solve environmental pollution
problems. Additionally, there is no detection mechanism available
to verify whether an industry has employed the above means of
deception.
B. Report Verification
The percentage of reported chemical releases per facility has
gradually decreased every year since 1988.150 However, the EPA
also reported that they do not see the same downward trend in
waste generation, which may be an indication that reporters are
underestimating their releases.' In fact, EPA data projections
for 1993 and 1994 suggest that generation waste levels will
148. Christiansen, supra note 2 at 247.
149. Id. However, EPA Administrator Carol M. Browner has said that the
Agency will publish a proposed rule by early 1995 to require TRI reporting from
additional non-manufacturing establishments that support the manufacturing
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increase slightly.1 52 The manipulations of EPCRA requirements
surely accounts for some of the reported decreases, but there is
some evidence that other more positive changes effectuated the
decrease. The EPA believes that EPCRA's implementation has
caused positive changes in industry, including fewer accidents and
spills, reuse or recycling programs (which now have to be reported
to the EPA under the PPA) and changes in production which result
in decreased chemical releases.
1 53
Unfortunately, the current reporting system is not only
inadequate to explain why such decreases are occurring, but also
may be providing us with a distorted image of our true pollution
problem. There is a likelihood that our pollution level figures are
grossly underestimated due to the factors discussed above.
However, both the EPA and environmental groups can help find
ways to close loopholes and expand reporting requirements under
EPCRA so that it can be used to effectively decrease the amounts
of toxins released into all environmental media.
As described above, TRI data is severely limited because
industries have free reign to employ any methodology they deem
appropriate in their estimations of chemical releases from
facilities. However, the most critical limitation on which we
should focus is the fact that there is no effective means of checking
whether a facility is manipulating estimates and, therefore,
falsifying Form R reports. For example, a Louisiana-Pacific
factory in California was found to have only reported half of the
volume of their formaldehyde releases in 1989 after an actual
emissions test was conducted.' 54 As previously pointed out, the
EPA simply does not have the resources to conduct environmental
audits on every facility subject to EPCRA's release reporting
provision. Therefore, concerned citizens are limited to off-site air
quality tests which are both expensive and often inconclusive.
152. Id.
153. See Christiansen, supra note 2 at 247.
154. Settina, supra note 114.
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It is difficult tol foresee the development of an effective
system of enforcement within the parameters of our existing
regulatory system. But now is the time to develop a radical
strategy to combat current enforcement limitations and prepare for
future environmental regulations. As technology and data
collection improves, we are certain to see future environmental
legislation which set strict emissions standards. In fact, as a
prelude to the development of EPCRA, the "Toxic Release Control
Act" was introduced and would have required strict emissions
standards on 85 toxic chemicals. 5 Such laws are worthless
without an effective means of enforcement, which can only be
accomplished through a verification system. Therefore, in order to
accommodate the needs of future emissions standards legislation,
the EPA should develop a verification system for TRI reporting.
C. Environmental Audit Request Program
i
One possibility would be to start an Environmental Audit
Request Program. Such a system would not only induce facilities
to accurately report EPCRA data, but would also shift the costs of
such audits away from the EPA. Under the program, citizens
would have the power to request that the EPA conduct an
environmental audit to ascertain whether a facility filed accurate
estimates of volumes of chemicals stored, used and released at a
plant. The EPA may require a threshold showing that the facility
did in fact file inaccurate EPCRA reports in order to fend off
frivolous claims.
The real check on both citizen's groups and industry within
this program is audit payment liability. The EPA is the only entity
which can conduct such audits because they are the only
organization generally considered to be a neutral party as between
citizen groups and industry. Citizens still do not trust most
environmental consulting firms because they are often affiliated
with industry. Likewise, private engineering firms selected by
citizen groups are usually unacceptable to industry because they
155. See Christiansen, supra note 2 at 235.
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fear trade secret exposure. This leaves the EPA, but, as revealed
previously, they simply lack the resources to conduct such a wide-
ranging audit program.
However, in the proposed program, payment liability for the
environmental audit of a facility's chemical records would be
placed on the "losing" party. In other words, if an environmental
group requests an audit of a facility to determine full EPCRA
compliance and the facility comes up clean, then the environmental
group has lost. In this case, the group would pay the EPA for the
cost of the audit. The group would not be liable to the targeted
industry for any further legal action because industrial facilities are
regulated by the EPA and other federal agencies for the good of
the public, and, therefore, facilities should be precluded from
claiming that their rights have been violated by the citizen
requested audit.
But if the audit does turn up evidence of inaccurate EPCRA
reporting, then it is the facility's owner or operator who becomes
liable for the EPA's costs. The facility will also be liable for civil
fines for their failure to fully comply with EPCRA. Citizen's
groups could be empowered to conduct settlement conferences with
facilities who fail audits. This could become another way to get
industries to implement mandatory pollution reduction plans. The
program could even be taken a step further by requiring "caught"
facilities to undergo a probation period in which future audits are
conducted at the facility's expense for a set period of time.
It will not be easy to implement such a plan in our existing
system. In addition to the complexity of organizing and
administrating such a program, there is the possibility of
Constitutional attack.
1 56
156. The industries subject to EPCRA would most likely allege that an
EPA/citizen request audit program violates the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment and/or privacy rights found within the Constitution.
Many industries are already concerned that the current reporting requirements
make them vulnerable to trade secret theft, despite the fact that EPCRA provides
mechanisms to protect such information. See EPCRA § 321, 42 U.S.C. § 11042
(1994); Bass, supra note 59, at 310-12. The government could respond to such
claims by showing that the program serves a legitimate government and/or public
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Nonetheless, if something is not done to verify that
industries are providing the government with accurate information
regarding the storage, use and release of toxic chemicals into all
environmental media, then it may not be cost-effective to continue
using valuable resources to collect EPCRA data. If we decide to
stay the current course, it is still inevitable that Congress will
eventually enact legislation requiring strict emissions standards for
certain chemicals. Such legislation will be largely unenforceable
if the government has not developed an adequate verification
system. The immediate development of such a system which can
be tested under EPCRA will potentially enable the EPA to fully
enforce future emissions standards.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know
Act of 1986 has proven to be an effective tool for environmental
groups throughout the nation. Environmental groups are not only
empowered to assist the EPA in EPCRA's enforcement, but are
also able to use the citizen suit provision to advance their
environmental objectives, especially toxic pollution reduction. In
addition to this, such groups can use EPCRA provided information
to influence both legislatures and industries to take appropriate
measures to reduce pollution.
However, EPCRA is not without problems. There are
numerous deficiencies and loopholes in the current EPCRA
reporting process. Environmental groups, the government and
industry must all work together to solve EPCRA's problems so that
it may become a more effective tool for hazardous chemical
regulation. A verification system to ensure that facilities are filing
accurate EPCRA reports must be a part of the solution. The
effective regulation of future chemical emissions standards depends
on the development of such a system.
interest which outweighs the due process and/or privacy infringements.
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